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Beneath the waves of the ocean lies a world of wonder teeming
with life. In four ocean habitats, from the dynamic coastal
regions, the wide expanse of open waters, the warm tropics, and
the chilling polar realms, readers will discover curious creatures,
reciprocal relationships, and exclusive ecology. The author
provides specific facts about food, hunting habits, migration,
symbiotic relationships, camouflage, and lifestyles to more than
thirty well-known and lesser-known animals and plants, including
sea stars, sea nettles, sharks, whales, orcas, and polar bears.
This appealing nonfiction picture book captures the allure and
wonder of the ocean. A well-organized layout facilitates easy
reading of intriguing facts about favorite ocean organisms. A
main introduction explains the regions, and a table of contents
makes a search for specifics easy to find. Each of the four
habitats begins with its own smaller introduction, explaining the
terrain and distinguishing features of its environment. Then,
titles and specific, vivid descriptions are aesthetically arranged
in paragraphs and captions, demonstrating what sets each
seascape apart. A simple glossary at the back includes further
information for scientific terms. The truly exceptional and eyecatching aspect of this book is the full-page illustrations, making
it a stunning visual experience. The illustrations are constructed
from leaves, fronds, and petals, shaped and arranged to form
over one hundred distinct images throughout the book. The
botanical nature of the images adds to the environmental feel of
each region. The illustrator includes a note and some pictures
about her creative process, which could be used in a study of
different artistic or illustrative methods. This beautiful book would
delight a wide range of readers, especially nature and ocean
enthusiasts.
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